October 5
Hodong Kim, (IAS, Seoul National University)
"The Court of Qubilai Qa’an: A Perso-Mongol Perspective"
Meeting from 3:30 to 5:00 pm
West Building Seminar Room

October 19
Sheldon Garon, (Princeton University)
"On the Transnational Destruction of Cities: What Japan and the U.S. Learned from the Bombing of Britain and Germany in World War II."
Meeting from 3:30 to 5:00 pm
White-Levy Room

October 26
Giray Fidan, (Princeton University)
"Atatürk through Chinese Eyes"
Meeting from 3:30 to 5:00 pm
West Building Seminar Room

November 2
Paul Smith, (IAS, Haverford College)
"Thinking About Wars of Necessity and Wars of Choice: The Song Wars with the Tangut Xi Xia, ca. 1038-1085"
Meeting from 3:30 to 5:00 pm
West Building Seminar Room

November 16
Rod Campbell, (NYU-Institute for the Study of the Ancient World)
"A Shang Village and What it Suggests about the Shang Economy"
Meeting from 3:30 to 5:00 pm
West Building Seminar Room

November 23
Tineke D’Haesseler, (Princeton Society of Fellows)
TBA
Meeting from 3:30 to 5:00 pm
West Building Seminar Room

December 7
Eugenio Menegon, (IAS, Boston University)
"Amicitia Palatina: The Europeans’ Networking at the Qing Court in the Long 18th Century,"
Meeting from 3:30 to 5:00 pm
West Building Seminar Room

December 14
Wen-shing Chou, (IAS, Hunter College, City University of New York)
"The Vision Cult of Wutai Shan and the Origin of Manchu Imperial Monasteries"
Meeting from 3:30 to 5:00 pm
West Building Seminar Room

For further information, please call or e-mail: Brett Savage, 609.734.8313, bsavage@ias.edu